CRICKET

stalag

fixtures
Steve Pittard on the lengths taken by prisoners
of war in camps such as Colditz to ensure their
games of cricket were uninterrupted
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Nets fashioned from unwound cricket balls at Stalag
VIIIB in Lamsdorf, Germany

A standard issue WWII Red Cross cricket ball

of their steepling bounce. In overt ball tampering shenanigans worthy of a Pakistan Test bowler, Elastoplast
patches were sewn on either side to provide a better
weight. This refinement also aided spin and offered
some protection against the rough-hewn stone walls.
A couple of Old Harrovians, familiar with the
confines of house-yard cricket, adapted the rules to
accommodate the idiosyncratic playing arena. On one
side, a 4-foot high grassy bank sloped up to the 30-foot
high curved castle wall and any rebounds remained in
play. The unpredictable angle of the ricochets often
made monkeys out of the fielders. Third man region
contained a flowerbed. It was designated a boundary,
though awarded only one run, to discourage hits there.
Another allotment received similar dispensation, after an irate Colonel protested that reckless off drives
played havoc with his tomato crop.
Matches consisted of two innings each, limited
to fifteen overs, and took place between two and four
o’clock. Thus nobody need bolt their lunch or be
late for tea. Batsmen retired once they’d reached 20,
though some bounders deliberately nudged singles
when nearing this landmark. Then on 19 they would
attempt to slog a six and depart with a score of 25.
With all the rules finally ironed out, a team tally of
50 was considered par. No side exceeded 100, with the
Highland Brigade capitulating to all out 0.
Officers bagged the pitch on Sundays for encounters against NCOs. Also rival huts challenged each
other and ‘club’ fixtures took place between Gunners,
Greenjackets, Commandos, etc. Though a terribly
unreliable team player – he kept escaping – Terence
Prittie sent a detailed account to Blighty documenting
the queer cricketing arrangements. German censors

intercepted the report and, thinking it must contain a
secret message, spent days trying to crack the hidden
code. Completely stumped, they resorted to sending it
to Lord Haw-Haw, whose department concluded that
the text contained a perfectly ordinary explanation of
a most irregular cricket game.
Many PoW cricket rules anticipated modern oneday regulations. At Spangenberg, any delivery passing
even a whisker outside leg stump was signalled ‘wide’.
Lamsdorf introduced neutral umpires, resplendent in
hospital white coats. This extremely well-organised
camp hosted a triangular ‘Test’ tournament in 1943
between England, Australia and New Zealand, which
often attracted an audience, admittedly captive, of
2,500. England failed to reach the final, leading to
the selectors being sacked. For the following summer’s
competition, South Africa replaced the Kiwis and
boasted ‘Billy’ Wade, a Test wicketkeeper, on the team.
Pitch invasions sometimes marred proceedings.
Germans failed to respect boundary lines – notably the
Polish border – and one goon trespassed on the outfield
with his bicycle and German shepherd in tow. Another
jackbooted Kraut received a volley of abuse and demanded to know the exact meaning of ‘stupid bastard’. He was assured the English expression referred
to ‘a person who walks across cricket pitches instead
of around them’. Sir Francis Lacey, a former MCC
secretary, blamed the war on Europeans not playing
cricket: “Had Hitler and Mussolini been cricketers, I
do not think we should have had all this trouble that is
going on in Europe today”. Hitler did toy with cricket
but considered the sport insufficiently violent for the
tastes of German Fascists. To make it more appealing/
sadistic, he advocated the removal of pads.
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